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The Story Studio
Our studio is a creative incubator where we design high-concept and commercial
intellectual property across all mediums of storytelling. From the pages of a book to
live action on the big screen, our immersive worlds and unforgettable characters are
developed in-house and released through our own imprints, or licensed through
partnerships with publishers and production companies.
To learn more about us, please visit www.inkedentertainment.com
KEY PERSONNEL:
David Purse, Creative Director
david@inkedentertainment.com
Debbie Purse, Business Director
debbie@inkedentertainment.com
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Global Representation

Audio and World English
David Purse
Inked Entertainment Entertainment
Email: david@inkedentertainment.com
Film and TV Rights
Mary Pender-Coplan
United Talent Agency
Email: penderm@unitedtalent.com
Armenia
Arevik Ashkharoyan
ARI Literary and Talent Agency
Email: arevik@ariliterary.com
Bulgaria
Kalina Stefanova
ELST Literary Agency
Email: 111@kalina-stefanova.com
China, Taiwan, Indonesia, and Malaysia
Wendy King
Big Apple Agency
Email: wendy-king@bigapple1-china.com
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Croatia, Serbia, Romania,
Bosnia, Macedonia, Montenegro
Diana Matulic
Corto Literary Agency
Email: diana@cortoliterary.com
Czechia, Slovak Republic, Slovenia
Petra Tobišková
Andrew Nurnberg Associates Prague
Email: tobiskova@nurnberg.cz
France
Donatella d'Ormesson
Donatella d'Ormesson Literary Agency
Email: ddormesson@free.fr
Germany
Bastian Schlueck
Thomas Schlueck Agency
Email: b.schlueck@schlueckagent.com
Greece
Michael Avramides
O.A. Agency
Email: amichael@otenet.gr
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Hungary
Norbert Uzseka
Lex Copyright Office
Email: lexcopy@lexcopyright.hu

Poland
Aleksandra Lapinska
Book/lab Literary Agency
Email: agencja@literatura.com.pl

India
Anuj Bahri
Red Ink Literary & Film Agency
Email: anuj.redink@gmail.com

Russia and post-Soviet states
Alexander Korzhenevski
Alexander Korzhenevski Agency
Email: alex.akagency@gmail.com

Israel
Beverley Levit
The Book Publishers Association of Israel
Email: rights1@tbpai.co.il

Scandinavia and the Netherlands
Alexander Schwarz
Alexander Schwarz Literary Agency
Email: alexander@
alexanderschwarzliteraryagency.com

Italy
Erica Berla (adult)
Vanessa Maus (children's)
Berla and Griffini Rights Agency
Email: berla@bgagency.it
Email: maus@bgagency.it
Japan
Mami Nakajima
Japan UNI Agency
Email: mami.nakajima@japanuni.co.jp
Korea
Duran Kim
Duran Kim Agency
Email: duran@durankim.com
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Spain, Brazil, Portugal, and Latin America
Sandra Bruna
Sandra Bruna Literary Agency
Email: sbruna@sandrabruna.com
Thailand and Vietnam
Pat Akkarasawart
Bridge Communications
Email: pat@bridgecomth.com
Turkey
Asli Karasuil
Asli Karasuil Telif Literary Agency
Email: aslikarasuil@gmail.com
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Hot Title: The Maggie Black Series

50, 000 copies sold in 20 countries (World English).
11, 000 engaged readers subscribed to author newsletter for direct
marketing.
5,200 Facebook followers.
Film/TV rights represented by major Hollywood agency, United Talent
Agency.
Number one best-seller in multiple categories in Amazon UK store.
Number one best-seller in multiple categories in Amazon CA store.
Hot New Release on Amazon US, UK, CA, and AU stores.
Selected as Best of the Month feature in US, UK, and CA Kobo stores.
Selected for a multiple month-long features by Amazon UK and Kobo due
to consistent sales.
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MAGGIE BLACK SERIES
Film/TV rights represented by Mary Pender-Coplan
Email: penderm@unitedtalent.com
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Kill Order: Book 1
Adult action thriller.
Publisher: Inked Entertainment (2017).
Cover art available and owned by Inked
Entertainment.
Manuscript available.

Deadly. Beautiful. On the run.
When secret agent Maggie Black agrees to protect the Mayor of London, she
thinks she’s in for a boring night of babysitting. The simple job gets a lot
more complicated when an assassin arrives and takes out the Mayor,
framing Maggie as the killer.
Unable to explain the evidence against her, Maggie is branded a traitor and
hunted by the very people she once fought beside. With no one to turn to,
Maggie relies on the one person who has always had her back—herself.
From the hidden nightclubs of Madrid, to the dark streets of Moscow, Maggie
must delve into the depths of the criminal underworld to unearth the truth,
and fast. Because time is running out and the enemy is closer than she
thinks…
KILL ORDER is the first gripping installment to the Maggie Black thriller series,
and the perfect read for fans of Lee Child and James Patterson.
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Hit List: Book 2
Adult action thriller.
Publisher: Inked Entertainment (2019).
Cover art available and owned by Inked
Entertainment.
Manuscript available.

A major security breach. Blackmail. A list of names with deadly
consequences.
When her old agency is hacked by an elusive crime syndicate, ex-secret
agent Maggie Black is enjoying the carefree life of a civilian. Then she learns
the names of the agency’s agents, past and present, are being leaked by the
hackers, one-by-one, until their notorious boss is released from prison.
With the government refusing to negotiate with the blackmailers, Maggie is
forced out of retirement and dragged back into the perilous life of espionage
she swore to leave behind. Her name is on that list, as well as those she
cares about most.
As the bodies of agents begin to pile up, Maggie risks it all to hunt down the
hackers. From the war-torn streets of Somalia to the seedy red-light district
of Amsterdam, Maggie must race against time before her dark past ruins
any chance at a future.
HIT LIST is the second exhilarating adventure in the Maggie Black thriller
series, and the perfect read for fans of Lee Child and James Patterson.
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Case Files Novellas
Adult action thriller.
Publisher: Inked Entertainment (2018).
Cover art available and owned by Inked
Entertainment.
Manuscripts available.

The Maggie Black Case Files is a series of novellas, all of which take place
before the events of the main Maggie Black series. These shorter books each
tell self contained tales of individual missions which Maggie completed
during her time as an agent.
The Case Files novellas can be read before, after, or in conjunction with the
main Maggie Black book series. The series begins with VENDETTA, followed by
THE WITNESS, and then THE DEFECTOR.
All novellas are available as individual titles as well as an omnibus edition in
both e-book and paperback.
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Praise From Reader Reviews
★★★★★ ‘Never a dull moment.’
★★★★★ ‘The best book I have read this year! A must read for fans of Lee
Child.’
★★★★★ ‘If you like tough, kick butt females who can hold their own while
still being a vulnerable woman with a fierce loyalty to her friends you will
love Maggie.'
★★★★★ ‘I love the Stephanie Plum novels so I decided to give Maggie Black
a try. I was in love immediately! I couldn't put it down! I read the whole book
in a day!'
★★★★★ ‘Jack McSporran is a gifted writer able to craft a wonderful tale.
Characters are fully fleshed out with great detail.’
★★★★★ ‘Full of twists, turns and surprises, if you like Jack Reacher, you'll
love Maggie Black.’
★★★★★ ‘Fasten your seatbelt because it's an exciting ride.’
★★★★★ ‘Hooked from the first and engaged until the last. An absolute
masterpiece of skulduggery and suspense.’
★★★★★ ‘007 meets Jason Bourne with a female twist. Definitely a
recommended read.’
★★★★★ ‘Maggie Black is a strong and capable woman and it was so
refreshing to read an action thriller where the female character isn't a
damsel in distress for the male lead to save.’
★★★★★ ‘If you like Jack Reacher, Mitch Rapp and Gunny Swanson you will
be in awe of Maggie Black!’
★★★★★ ‘Maggie Black is my new favorite heroine!’
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The Author:

Jack McSporran is the bestselling author of the Maggie Black thriller series.
Before putting pen to paper, Jack earned a degree in business and worked in
the mind-numbing finance industry. Now, free from the shackles of a normal
job, Jack spends his days daydreaming and writing stories.
When not writing, Jack enjoys travelling for inspiration, always on the lookout
for the ideal setting for his next novel. Jack lives in a small town in Scotland
and loves the constantly cold weather.
www.jackmcsporran.com
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Hot Title: Little Shop of Monsters
Author: David Purse
Early reader chapter book.
Book one in a series.
Manuscript available.
www.davidpurse.com

When squabbling sisters Gabby and Greta Grimm move to a new town, their
biggest worry is sharing a room – until someone steals their dragon eggs!
After the recent loss of their mother, the Grimm family leaves their old life to
open a pet shop with a paranormal twist. Instead of chubby hamsters and
googly-eyed goldfish, you’re more likely to find howling werewolf puppies
and grouchy griffins at the Little Shop of Monsters.
Things seems to be looking up when Gabby and Greta’s dad secures three
precious dragon eggs to attract customers on opening day. But when
thieves get their grubby hands on the eggs, any hope of a new beginning is
lost.
Determined to fix things for their dad, Gabby and Greta must put their
differences aside and track down the thieves before their new start is
snatched from them. Time is running out though, and the dragon eggs are
about to be sold to the highest bidder…
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Concept Art
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The Author:
David Purse is a young adult, middle grade, and picture book writer. While
waiting on his acceptance letter from Hogwarts (which has still to come),
David earned a degree in business and worked in the very boring financial
industry before finally putting pen to paper and letting his crazy imagination
run wild.
Being a relentless insomniac, you can usually find him typing away into the
early hours of the morning, welcoming the sunrise with his tenth cup of
coffee. In his spare time, David enjoys reading until the lines blur, laughing
until it hurts, and sleeping in late. He lives in a small town in Scotland and
loves the constantly cold weather.
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Coming 2019
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Camp Blackwater
Author: Jack McSporran
YA Thriller/Horror.
Cover art available and owned by Inked
Entertainment.
Manuscript available.

When city kid Eliza Westgrave is shipped off to summer camp, the last thing
she expects to find there is murder.
Still grieving over her best friend’s suicide six months before, Eliza plans to
keep her head down and get the summer over and done with. She’s too
preoccupied with her own thoughts to ponder her roommate who never
shows up, or the couple who go missing after a secret party by the lake.
But when her friend Alex supposedly goes home without saying goodbye,
Eliza finally grows suspicious. Alex leaves behind a necklace that Eliza knows
she would never forget to take with her and decides to investigate.
When Eliza discovers the camp had a previous occurrence of missing girls,
she suspects something sinister is going on in the woods that surround it.
Determined to find Alex before it’s too late, Eliza goes on the hunt for the one
who took her.
But Eliza doesn’t find the killer.
He finds her first…
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Dead Awake
Author: Jack McSporran & Connor Ashley
YA Thriller.
Cover art available and owned by Inked
Entertainment.
Manuscript available.

Having a child was never part of Lisa’s plan. A rising star of London’s biggest
newspaper, Lisa’s coveted spot as a crime reporter has gained her quite the
reputation.
When a series of children turn up dead five days after they go missing, it
becomes clear the city has a serial killer on their hands. Seeing it as her big
break into the mainstream, Lisa pounces on the opportunity and gets to
work on publicly goading the killer with hard-hitting headlines.
Racing out in the middle of the night when the latest body is discovered, Lisa
leaves her six-year-old son Mason with a teenage neighbour, only to find the
babysitter asleep and Mason's bed empty with a note from the killer when
she returns.
Now in the center of her own story, a guilt-ridden Lisa is put under fire as a
media frenzy circles around the case. As her life is autopsied and secrets
from her past excavated, Lisa knows she has only five days to track down
the killer before her own son becomes the next victim.
Perfect for fans of Gillian Flynn and Paula Hawkins, this spine-chilling
psychological thriller will leave you guessing until the very last page.
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The Land of Nightmares
Author: David Purse
Middle Grade Fantasy.
Cover to come (Placeholder).
Manuscript available.
www.davidpurse.com

When eleven-year-old Mona plans yet another escape from her orphanage, she totally
expects to get caught. Mona figures it will take mean old Ms. Gloomberg until morning
to realize she’s gone, but her break-out is ruined when a stranger climbs through her
window in the middle of the night claiming to be the Sandman!
Mona is skeptical—who wouldn’t be?!—but a demonstration of magic using his
rainbow-colored sand convinces her to give the guy a chance. The Sandman needs an
apprentice, and he wants Mona to take the spot. Mona knows nothing about dreams, or
why the Sandman would want her of all people, but she can’t refuse. It’s her golden
ticket out of the orphanage, so she jumps at the opportunity.
Once onboard Sandman’s ship, doubt plagues Mona. She can’t be an apprentice. All the
adults in her life say she won’t amount to anything. And she’s certain Sandman is
hiding something from her. Something dark. Desperate for answers, Mona breaks
Sandman’s only rule and sneaks down to the forbidden belly of the ship and
accidentally unleashes an evil prisoner – The Boogie Man.
Before Mona can come clean, Boogie kidnaps the Sandman and takes him to The Land
of Nightmares – a dark place where clowns are anything but funny and bed bugs really
do bite. Needing to right her wrongs and prove she doesn’t mess everything up, Mona
teams up with a hyperactive sloth and a kid who may or may not be working for Boogie
to rescue the Sandman. But saving the day won’t be easy, and Boogie has a powerful
magic that could stop the world from dreaming forever.
Talk about a nightmare.
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The Land Christmas Forgot
Author: David Purse
Middle Grade Fantasy.
Cover to come (Placeholder).
Manuscript available.
www.davidpurse.com

When eleven-year-old Stefan tells his little brother on Christmas Eve that
Santa isn’t real, he totally expects to be grounded. What he doesn’t expect, is
for his name to land at the top of the Naughty List and for a demon named
Krampus to creep down his chimney.
Narrowly escaping an attack from Krampus, Stefan falls into The Land That
Christmas Forgot – a dark place where wolves are made of shadow and evil
snowmen roam the forests. There, Stefan meets a warrior Christmas elf who
confirms three things. One, he isn’t having some creepy nightmare. Two,
Santa is, in fact, real. And three, Krampus plans on using Stefan and the
other Naughty List kids to destroy Christmas once and for all.
Talk about a crappy Christmas present.
With the help of the warrior elf and a famous reindeer – yes that famous
reindeer – Stefan realizes the extent of his wrong doings and wants nothing
more than to get back home so he can make things right with his little
brother. With no other way out, Stefan must find a way to defeat Krampus
and his army of minions before it’s too late and Christmas is destroyed. But
getting home won’t be easy, and Krampus has a powerful magic that could
cover the world in darkness forever.
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The Girl Who Got Away
Author: Jack McSporran
Adult Psychological Thriller.
Cover art available and owned by Inked
Entertainment.
Manuscript available May 2019.

Thirteen years ago, Erin escaped her abductor. Now he has her sister.
No one believed Erin when she returned. Not the police who accused her of
craving attention, or her alcoholic mother who didn’t even realize she was
gone.
Thirteen years after her escape from seven torturous days in her captor's
basement, Erin has a new name, a new life, and enough pills to wash away
the week that changed everything.
But when a maverick detective knocks on her door with news that her baby
sister has gone missing, Erin reluctantly returns to her hometown filled with
dark memories and even darker people. Certain that their disappearances
are linked, Erin must delve into her horrific past to save her sister’s future.
Perfect for fans of Gillian Flynn and Paula Hawkins, this gripping
psychological thriller promises to keep you awake long into the night.
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Danika Frost Series
Author: Connor Ashley & Charlotte Page
Adult Urban Fantasy
Cover art available and owned by Inked
Entertainment.
Manuscripts available July 2019.

Meet Dani: Street smart. Fiercely loyal. Carries a Big Sword.
Danika Frost has inherited a family destiny to rid the world of demons. With
the help of ancient spirits known as the Ink, who live in her skin as tattoos,
Dani hunts down demons and the necromancers who raise them. But when
she falls in love with the heir to one of the biggest necromancer families . . .
things get complicated.
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Betty Bedlam Series
Author: Connor Ashley & Mark Henry
Adult Urban Fantasy
Cover art available and owned by Inked
Entertainment.
Manuscripts available Autumn 2019.

Meet Betty: Witch Hunter. Smart ass. Total train-wreck.
Pyromancer Betty Bedlam is hellbent on seeking revenge against the coven
who murdered her family. With the help of her horny Doberman familiar, a
seventy-year-old scammer, and a hot high-rolling card shark, Betty may finally
find the witches responsible. Things get complicated when her new lover turns
out to be the son of the witch in charge. But Betty’s always up for a good, oldfashioned witch burning. Even if it means torching her future mother-in-law.
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Assassin's Revenge Series
Author: Connor Ashley & G.G. March
Adult/YA Crossover Fantasy
Cover art available and owned by Inked
Entertainment.
Manuscripts available Autumn 2019.

Meet Larina: Lethal assassin. Secret princess. Good with knives.
Larina Dracomeer has waited fourteen years to kill King Elrin, the usurper
who murdered her royal family to steal the throne of Oramis. Whisked to
safety and trained in the deadly arts, Larina has dedicated her entire life to
becoming a cold-blooded killer, capable of avenging her loved ones. But
when Larina manages to place herself in Elrin’s court, things grow
complicated when she falls for his son and heir, Prince Dezrick.
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Paranormal Containment Agency
Author: Connor Ashley & Tatum Flynn
Adult Urban Fantasy
Cover art available and owned by Inked
Entertainment.
Manuscripts available Autumn 2019.

Meet Morgan: Kick-ass secret agent. Heart-broken partner. Hater of leprechauns.
Morgan Monroe is the best field agent in the history of the PCA; a government
department tasked with concealing the existence of the paranormal world from the
humans. When her old partner dies on the job, Morgan is stuck with a replacement
in the form of arcane archivist, Shane. Morgan is annoyed at being left to babysit a
glorified librarian, but she and Shane must find a way to put their differences aside
and work together, or else their latest case might be their last.
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